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I’m from the government and
I’m here to help…



Whiplash…
• My DARPA experience

Congressional staffer (2012): “we get asked every day for financial help for 
some failing industry. Yet here you are, proposing to invest US taxpayer $$ in 
new computer technology, the biggest success story of all…it’s hard to justify…”

       …now it’s ten years later…Presenting:

The $50B+ CHIPS and Science Act of 2022

What changed?



“In the masterplan backed by President Xi Jinping himself, China will 
invest an estimated $1.4 trillion over six years to 2025”

“Nothing like this has happened before, this is China’s gambit to win 
the global tech race…”

https://www.datacenterknowledge.com/asia-pacific/china-s-got-new-plan-overtake-us-tech

“China is the most important geopolitical threat we face in the 
21st century…the main arena for competition and rivalry…will be 
advanced technologies…”

“If the US must rely on others for the development and production of 
defense technologies, then its military can only be as technologically 
advanced as its suppliers…” https://itif.org/publications/2023/01/23/wake-up-america-china-is-overtaking-the-united-states-in-innovation-capacity/



Serious Problem

• Semiconductors are fundamental to all other industries
 demand is astronomical and rising fast
 > $500B in 2022 worldwide
 essential to 10’s of $T in other industries
 2022 US economy lost 1% due to lack of chips to make cars

• Designing/producing semiconductors can be wildly profitable
 And wildly expensive: $20B for a new 3nm fab [TSMC, Intel]

• Chipmaking relies on a remarkably complex supply chain for EDA tools, 
fab tools, materials, energy, cooling, packaging, workforce

chip parts “must cross 70 international borders before a final product can be delivered to customers.”
No one country has all the pieces…clear threat to defense & industry

https://www.csis.org/analysis/mapping-semiconductor-supply-chain-critical-role-indo-pacific-region



$280B IS A 
BIG NUMBER

*Mfg USA is a network of public & private research 
institutes focusing on mfg tech development.

https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/public-
sector/our-insights/the-chips-and-science-act-
heres-whats-in-it

NSF budget increases 12% to $10B FY23.
$335M is specifically to implement C&SA.
Congress intent was to double NSF in
five years but politics may prevent that.
New Directorate for Tech, Innovation, and
Partnerships is now running, reviewing
proposals.

C&SA: $50B over 5 years, of which
$11B to adv. semiconductor R&D, and 
$39B to boost domestic chip production.

C&SA is > 1K pages long!



More on NSF

• Congress does not usually tell NSF how to spend its $$, but…
• C&SA identified some “priority areas”

• Core Research: labs, infrastructure, research fleet, fed R&D centers, HPC

• AI and Quantum

• Energy and climate research

• Major facilities (e.g., telescopes)

• Mid-scale infrastructure

• Seismology facilities

• Research security, esp. w.r.t to open-source

• Research on power dynamics in research: profs / grad students (esp. foreign nationals)

• Merit review bias: peer review process, bias reduction

• Research admin support: emerging/underserved research institutions

https://ww2.aip.org/fyi/2023/fy23-budget-outcomes-national-science-foundation#:~:text=Congress%20raised%20the%20National%20Science,the%20CHIPS%20and%20Science%20Act.



Stated Goals of C&SA

“The CHIPS Act established an incentives program to reestablish 
and sustain U.S. leadership across the semiconductor supply 
chain.”

1. Incentives for domestic semiconductor manufacturing

2. Investment in research and development (R&D)

3. Support for workforce development

4. Strengthening supply chain security



Goal 1: Incentives for semiconductor mfg

• $2B for mature tech node mfg, priority for “critical mfg” (e.g. automotive)

• “Other Transaction Authority” for Dept of Commerce

• Routinely review export restrictions on advanced tech

• Include disadvantaged individuals: minority, women, veterans

• GAO to evaluate Gov’t steps to avoid semiconductor shortages

• $1.5B for Wireless (5G) Supply Chain Innovation
• Open arch, SW-based
• Managed by Nat’l Telecom and Info Administration, NIST, DHS, IARPA

• Adv. Mfg. Investment Credit of 25%
• “taxpayers could elect to treat this credit as a payment against tax”



Goal 2: $$ for R&D

• C&SA establishes a semiconductor investment 25% tax credit of $24B 
through 2026
• Goal is making new fabs more affordable

• Aimed at semiconductor manufacturing and processing equipment costs

• Requires cooperation of private investment

• An aside:

 Among other things, C&SA also calls for the White House OSTP to “support 
research and other activities related to the  safety and security implications 
of engineering biology…”



Goal 3: Workforce Development
This $174B is authorized but not yet appropriated…to “build a sustainable 
domestic semiconductor industry…”
…building and operating the fabs could require > 100K construction workers and 
90K workers to operate them…
“…we need all hands on deck to meet the scale of our ambition.”

1. Invest in mfg facilities
2. Partner with industry and 

education and training providers
3. Support semiconductor education 

& training
4. Fuel R&D

nist.gov/chips/workforce-development



Goal 4: Supply 
Chain Security
Note: This new DoD $$ is not related to
DARPA’s Electronics Resurgence Initiative
(ERI) program and is not managed by 
DARPA

Also not de-conflicted with ERI…!

Previous Endless Frontier Act, an earlier
piece of legislation that increased fed $$ 
by $100B over 5 years in AI, HPC, robotics,
automation, and advanced mfg.

C&SA consists of Endless Frontier plus CHIPS
For America Act



Rules for C&SA

• Accept CHIPS $$: you cannot “significantly expand” chipmaking 
capacity in China for 10 years

• > $150M? You must share with the US gov’t a portion of any 
cash flows that exceed some agreed-upon threshold

• “One of the key requirements for semiconductor manufacturers 
applying for CHIPS Act funding is the provision of affordable 
Child Care for their workers.”
• Addresses shortage of skilled workers: entice more women into tech

• No joint research with foreign entity “that involves sensitive 
tech”

• Can’t use CHIPS money for stock buybacks
• CHIPS funding triggers National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) 

review
• Would add years to initial new fab operation

• Must pay union wages, use low carbon fuels

US Chips Act funding to come with significant conditions (techhq.com) https://www.csis.org/analysis/implementing-chips-nepa-permitting-challenge

https://www.chipsact.com/_files/ugd/2c0542_2493f6abad0e4285a5ac7879c2535c63.pdf

https://techhq.com/2023/03/prerequisites-for-chipmakers-receiving-us-chips-act-funding/


What’s the Rest of the World Doing?

• S. Korea announces major tax cuts on semiconductor 
companies with their “K-Chips Act”

• Likewise India and European Union (“European Chips Act”)
https://www.fierceelectronics.com/e
lectronics/tsmc-starts-building-3nm-
facility-taiwan-worth-20b



What Does US Industry Think?

• Some concern that C&SA benefits fab-companies (Intel, Micron, T.I.) 
much more than fabless (AMD, NVIDIA, Qualcomm)
• Fabless companies asked for chip design tax credits but didn’t get ‘em

• But generally even fabless 
companies support C&SA

• Letter to Congress 12/2021 urging 
approval for C&SA signed by 60 
CEOs

https://www.semiconductors.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/CEO-letter-to-Congress-on-CHIPS-and-FABS.pdf

Where the C&SA $$ is projected to go



A Concern

“My vote in favor of the CHIPS Act was a vote to support a once-in-a-
lifetime investment in Ohio; protect critical national security interests; 
and provide opportunities for the people I represent by bringing good-
paying jobs back to America," said U.S. Rep. Troy Balderson, R-
Zanesville

 But competitive chip making needs ongoing development…

 can this Act really succeed as a one-time event?

And

Why so little recognition of the end of Moore’s Law as a 
precipitating event for C&SA?

https://www.dispatch.com/story/news/2022/07/28/chips-act-four-ohio-republicans-boost-bill-pushed-intel/10176845002/



CHIPS Act Application Process

https://www.chipsact.com/



Ways You Can Participate

“The CHIPS Act team helps with expert grant writing, building political support 
for grant proposals and obtaining private capital to meet matching funds requirements.”
  -- chipsact.com

NIST.GOV/CHIPS



Thank You

• Acknowledgments
• Mark Rosker, Carl McCants (DARPA)

• Margaret Martonosi (NSF)

• Matt Francis (Ozark Integrated Circuits, Inc.)

• None of the errors in this presentation are their fault.
• They did the best they could with the available talent. (Me.)

Questions? Comments?



Backups



Worldwide Share of Semiconductor Market ‘2021

https://www.csis.org/analysis/mapping-semiconductor-supply-chain-critical-role-indo-pacific-region



What these kinds of numbers look like in print



Other Transaction Authority

https://acqnotes.com/acqnote/careerfields/other-transaction-authority-ota
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